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Abstract 
Countable box products of cT-compact spaces are pseudonormal and w,-collectionwise 
Hausdorff. If the factors are also zero-dimensional and have cardinality < w,, then such box 
products are consistently paracompact. 
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1. Introduction 
assume that all spaces are regular. By a box product of a collection IXSJS E S 
of spaces, we mean the set n, E S X, with a basis consisting of all sets of the form 
n s ~ $JS, where US is open in X,. We denote the box product of such a collection 
by sr~ X,. If X, s S, we will 0 ‘X 0 ESXS. If S is 
we write 0 iEwXi. will denote ,,Xi unless otherwise specified 
and X(i) =Xi. Box products have been studied for more than twenty years but 
many questions remain unanswered. What is be 
grouped 
In the 
of countable of compact 
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Douwen [12] has also shown that X X 0 “(w + 1) is not normal if X is homeomor- 
phic to the irrationals. Lawrence [7] has given the only negative ZFC result for 
uncountable box products. He has shown that •I Ol(w + 1) is not normal. 
Most of the positive ZFC results are concerned with pseudonormality and the 
o,-collectionwise Hausdorff (w,-CWH) property. Van Douwen [14] showed that a 
box product is pseudonormal if and only if every countable sub-box product is 
pseudonormal and in the same paper he proved that countable box products of 
a-compact locally compact spaces are pseudonormal and w,-CWH. Miller [8] 
removed the condition of local compactness by proving that box products of 
countable spaces are pseudonormal. It is shown in this paper that countable box 
products of a-compact spaces are pseudonormal and w,-CWH. 
Kunen [3] gave one of the first negative consistency results when he showed that 
K X 0 “(w + 11 is not normal if K is the minimum cardinality of a scale. A variety 
of negative consistency results can be found in Wingers [17]. It is shown, for 
example, that Martin’s axiom implies the existence of a subset X of the real line 
such that XX 0 “(w + 1) is paracompact but X2 X 0 “(w + 1) is not normal. In 
fact, it is shown that it is consistent that for XC Oo, XX 0 “(w + 1) is nonnormal 
if and only if X is homeomorphic to a dominating subset of ww, i.e., X is not a 
Hurewicz space. 
There are many positive consistency results. The first was given by Rudin [ll] 
who showed that a countable box product of a-compact locally compact metric 
spaces is paracompact assuming the continuum hypothesis. The proof of this 
statement was subsequently simplified and generalized by Kunen [3]. By 1984 it 
was known that countable box products of a-compact locally compact spaces are 
consistently paracompact under certain conditions (see Williams [16]). In 1987, 
Lawrence [6] showed that the condition of local compactness was not necessary by 
proving that countable box products of countable metric spaces are consistently 
paracompact. In this paper, we show that if X is a countable box product of 
cT-compact, zero-dimensional spaces and 1 X 1 G wl, then X is consistently para- 
compact. 
2. Lemmas and theorems 
Definition. A cylinder in X is a set of the form IIi,,A(i>, where A(i) LX(~). 
Lemma 1. Let C(O), . . . , C(n - 1) be compact subsets ofX(O), . . . , X(n - l), respec- 
tively, and x(i) E X(i) for i a n. Zf 0 zA = C(O) X * * * X C(n - 1) X (x(n)) X * * * 
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is open, then there is an open cylinder U = U(O) X U(1) X ’ . . such that U IA and 
F7GO. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 0, then the statement follows from 
regularity. Assume that the lemma holds for all m < n. We show it holds for n. 
Let 0 zA be open. Fix y E C(n - 1). 0 2 C(O) X . . . X C(n - 2) X {y} X {x(n)) 
X . . . so by the induction hypothesis for m = n - 1, there is an open cylinder 
17, = U,(O) X U,(l) X . . * such that U, 2 C(O) X . * * X C(n - 2) X (y} X {x(n)) 
X . . . and u,, c 0. The collection %= {U,: y E C(n - 1)) is an open cover of the 
compact set A, so there is a finite subcover WY,, U,,, . . . , U,,} L Y. 
Let U(n - 1) = U ,“,OUY,(n - 1) and U(i) = n ~!OUY,<i> for i Zn - 1. Then U = 
n,,,U(i) is an open set with A c U. Since U L U T!$JY,, we have I!? c U J50UY,= 
u:r_,q,co. 0 
Definition. Let A be a cylinder in X and n E w. HA, n> = {y EX: y(i) EAW for 
ian). E(A)= IJ,,,E(A, n). 
If A = FIi,,,,{x(i)), then we write E(x, n>, E(x) for E(A, n), E(A), respec- 
tively. 
Definition. Define a reflexive transitive relation <* on Ow by f <* g if {n E 
w: f(n) &g(n)) is finite. A subset of ww is dominating if it is cofinal in cww, <* ). 
b = mini1 9 I: F is a dominating subset of “w}. As usual c = 2’0. 
The following lemma is essentially due to Roitman [lo]. It 
form by Daniel [l]. 
was first stated in this 
Lemma 2. Let % be a collection of closed cylinders in X with 
(1) P < q or 
12Vl=p. Suppose 
(2) p < b and (Vi E o)[X(i) is first countable]. 
Then U {E(U): U E %} is closed. 
Proof. Let x E U (E(U): U E 94. First assume /3 < wi. Let Z! = {q}j E w and S, = 
{i E u: x(i) E Uj(i>}. Sj is infinite. Let y. = n,=, , V.(i) where y(i) =X(i)\ U(i) if 
i E Sj and q(i) =X(i) otherwise. Then x E 5 and y is open. If I/= 
Il,=, f-l jaiq(i), then x E V, I/ is open and V(i) n q(i) = fl whenever i >j and 
i E Sj. Thus V(i) n U.(i) = fl for infinitely many i E o and hence I/f’ E(q) = @. 
Next assume p < b and each X(i) is first countable. 
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Let Z= CU&<p and S, = {i E o: x(i) E U,(i)}. S, is infinite. Let VC = IIi,,V,(i) 
where V,(i) =X(i)\U&i) if i E S, and V,(i) =X(i) otherwise. Then x E VC and VC 
is open. 
For each i E W, fix a base {Bj(i)}jE w for x(i) with B,(i) zB,(i) 2 . . . . For each 
,$ < p let fC E Ow be defined by f&i) = minlj E w: Bj(i) G V,(i)]. If P-= {f&<p 
and Y= IS$.,, then 9 c “‘w and 4 c [ 01~. The following claim is given in van 
Douwen [14] and is essentially due to Roitman [9]. 
Claim. Let 9cc”w and TC_[W]~. Zf 191 +191<b, then there is a MEOW such 
that {n E I: f(n) G g(n)] is infinite for all f~ 9, Z ~3. 
Proof. For f~ 5J and Z EY define h,, E OG.I by h,,(n) =f(min(Zn [n, w)). Then 
the set {hf,I: f E St, Z EY} does not dominate, hence there is a g E ww such that 
{n E W: hf,,(n) < g(n)} is infinite for all f E 9 and Z ~3. Without loss of general- 
ity, we may assume that g is nondecreasing. Then for all f E 9, Z E Y and n E w, 
if hf,,(n) <g(n), then g(min(Z n [n, w))) 2 g(n) > hf.,(n) =f(min(Z n [n, w))), 
hence g is as required. 
It follows from the claim that there is a g E wo such that {i E SC: f,(i) =G g(i)] is 
infinite for 5 < p. Let I/= ni,,B,&). Then x E I/ and for all 5 < /3, V(i) c V,(i) 
for infinitely many i E S, and so {i E o: V(i) f~ U,(i) = 61 is infinite for all UC E 2Y. 
Hence I/n E(U6) = cd for all UC E 2Y. 0 
Definition. Let U, I/ be cylinders in X. We say that U and V are strongly disjoint if 
{i E w: U(i) n V(i) = pl} is infinite. 
Definition. Let x EX and n E w. Let Y/ be a collection of cylinders in X. 
n/(x, n) = {U E FY: x(i) E U(i) for i > n]. g(x) = U nE ,%(x, n). 
Definition. Let Y be a collection of cylinders in X. 2Y is simple if (Vx EX)(Vn E 
w>[Y(x, n) infinite implies E(x, n) C U %I. 
Remark 3. If 2Y is simple, then (Vx E X)(Vn E w)[x E U 2Y implies %(x, n) is 
finite]. This is because, whenever 2Y(x, n) is infinite, x E E(x, n) G U %. 
Lemma 4. Let ?/ be a simple collection of closed cylinders in X with 1% I= p and let 
x E U %. Suppose 
(1) P < w1 or 
(2) p < b and (Vi E w)[X(i) is first countable]. 
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Then there is an open cylinder V such that x E V and 
(i) (tli E w)(tlU E Z/(x, i + l)\Z(x, i)>[FTi) fl VW = II. 
(ii) v is strongly disjoint from all members of Z\%(x). 
Proof. By Remark 3, Z/(x, i) is finite for all i E w. For each i E w, %(x, i + l)\ 
%(x, i) is a finite collection of closed cylinders such that x(i) P U(i) whenever 
U E %(x, i + l)\ZY(x, i). Let VI = FIiro V,(i), where V,(i) is an open set in X(i) 
such that x(i) E V,(i) and v,(i) fl U(i) = @ for all U E Z/(x, i + l)\‘Ydx, i). 
x QA IJ (E(U): U E Z\%/(x)} and since this set is closed by Lemma 2, there is an 
open cylinder V, such that x E V, and v, n U {E(U): U E %\‘%(x)] = @. Since v2 
is a cylinder and I?, n E(U) = Id, E(V,) n E(U) = fl for all U E %2/\‘%(x). Hence 
E(@ n UW\HXN = 0 , i.e., V2 is strongly disjoint from all members of ZY\ZY(x). 
Let V= VI n V,. Then x E V, V is a cylinder and V satisfies (i), (ii). 0 
Lemma 5. Let % be a simple collection of closed cylinders in X with 1% I= p. 
Suppose 
(1) P <q or 
(2) p < b and (vi E w)[X(i) is first countable]. 
Then U % is closed. 
Proof. Let x E IJ %!. Then Z/(x, 0) = fl and so g(x) = U iEw(Z(x, i + l)\%(x, i)>. 
By Lemma 4, there is an open cylinder V such that x E V, V n U Z(x) = fi and 
VnU(%\%(x))=Id.HenceVnU~=~andso UZisclosed. 0 
Definition. An indexed collection (A,), E s of subsets of a topological space X is 
discrete if for all x EX there exists a neighborhood U of x such that 
I{sES: UnA,z@}I~l. 
Lemma 6. Let IE(x*): 5 < p] be discrete in X. Suppose 
(1) P < o1 (P G ol) or 
(2) /3 < b (p < b) and (Vi E w)[X(i) is first countable]. 
Then there is a discrete (pair-wise disjoint) collection {O,}C <p of open sets such that 
for every 5 -C p, E(x*) c OC. 
Proof. We define a collection {U,}, <e of open cylinders by induction on 5 so that 
for each 5 < p, 
(9 xg E Us, 
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(ii> UC nE(x,) = fl for 17 > 5, 
(iii) F7( n E(UJ = Pr for 77 < 5. 
Step 0. Since I_%&: 5 < pl is discrete, there is an open cylinder U, such that 
x,, E U, and o0 f’E(x,) = fl for 17 > 0. Thus (i>-(iii) hold. 
Assume U, has been defined for 77 < 5, satisfying (i>-(iii). 
Step 5. Since {E(xg): 5 < p) is discrete, there is an open cylinder I$ such that 
xc E VC and vs n E(x,) = fl for 77 > 5. By Lemma 2, U (E(&): 7 < 6) is closed and 
by (ii), x5 $C ECU,) for any 77 < 5. Thus there is an open cylinder WC such that 
x5 E WC and WC n E(a,,) = Id for q < 5. If UC = Vtn WC, then UC is a cylinder 
satisfying (i>-(iii). 
Thus we have defined a collection {U& <p of open cylinders satisfying @-(iii>. 
Let 0, = ECUS). Then {O,}, <@ is a collection of open sets and E(xJ c OC for 
5 < /3. If follows from (iii> that {E(&): 5 <p} is pairwise disjoint and hence 
CO& <P is pairwise disjoint. We show that IO,}, <P is discrete if either (1) p < o1 
or (2) p < b and each X(i) is first countable. 
Let x E X. Since {E(I!?~): 5 < /3] is pairwise disjoint, x E E(!?*) for at most one 
5 < p. By Lemma 2, there is an open cylinder U such that x E U and U n E(fiS) = fl 
for all but at most one .zJ < p. Hence CO& < P is discrete. 0 
Remark 7. The same argument as in the last paragraph of Lemma 6, shows that 
IECQ: 5 < /?I is d iscrete if E(x& n E(x,) = fl for 17 # 5 and either (1) /3 <w, or 
(2) /3 < b and each X(i) is first countable. 
Lemma 8. Assume that for every x E X, E(x) is Lindeliif and for every open set 
0 2 E(x) there is an open set U such that E(x) c U G u c 0. Let H, K be disjoint 
closed subsets of X with H c U 5 < p E(x<). Suppose 
(1) P<w, or 
(2) p < b and (tli E w)[X(i) is first countable]. 
Then there are disjoint open sets V, W such that H c V and KC W. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that E(xS) n E(x,) = @ for 
77 # E. Since H, K are disjoint closed sets, so are H n E(x[), K for every 5 < CY. 
The following claim is essentially due to van Douwen [14]. 
Claim. For every 5 < (Y, there is a neighborhood N6 of H n E(xS) such that 
flcnK=@. 
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Proof. By the proof that regular Lindeliif spaces are normal, H n E(xS) and 
K n E(xS) have disjoint neighborhoods I!/~ and V& respectively. 
Let Oc= (X\K) U I$. Then 0, is a neighborhood of E(x& in X so by 
hypothesis, there is an open set WC such that E(x() c WC c & C_ Oc, i.e., w( n (K\ 
V&= 6. Let N(= W,n U,. Since Ncc WC, mcn(K\Vc)= fl and since Ns~Uc, 
Iv,nV,=@. Thus, h$nK=pj. 
By Remark 7, IE(xg): 5 < a} is discrete in X. By Lemma 6, there is a discrete 
collection {O& < Ly of open sets such that E(x[) L Oc for every 5 < (Y. 
Let U, = Ns n 0, where Nt satisfies the claim. Then U, is open, H n E(x() G 17~ 
and &nK=@. If U= lJg< aU,, then H c U. Also, {U,: 5 <a} is discrete since 
{O& < cl is discrete and Ut c Oc. It follows that {u5: 5 < cy} is discrete and thus 
U 5 < a??t is closed. Hence, u = lJ 5 < &and~nK=@.LetV=UandW=X\~. 
0 
For the rest of this paper we assume that X = 0 i,,X(i) where X(i) is 
a-compact. This being the case, for each i E o, there is a sequence C,(i) L C,(i) L 
. . . of compact sets such that X(i) = U jE ,C,(i). This sequence and notation is 
assumed to be fixed for the remainder of this paper. 
Definition. Let i E w. We define ~~ :X * w by cLi(X) = midj E 6~: x(i) E c&i)}. 
The function p : XX w --j w is defined by P(X, n) = max{pi(x): i G nl. 
Definition. Let % be a simple collection of cylinders and P% : g+ w be an 
arbitrary function. We define jZz : (X\ U 2) X 0 -+ w by p&X, n) = 
max((pL,(U): U E %2/(X, n>l U (p(X, nN> + n- 
Remark 9. (tlx P U Z!)(Vn E w)[&x, n) > n]. 
Remark 10. (VX CT U %/XVn E w)[jQx, n) <j&.(x, n + 01. To see this note that 
(i) ~(x, n) G P(X, IZ + I) and 
(ii) rnax{p%(U): U E Z/(x, n)l < maxIl*%(U): U E fY(X, Iz + 1)). 
Then jZ%,(x, n) = max({p,(U): U E Z/(x, n>) U {p(X, n>}> + n < max(b-$(U): U E 
%(x, n + 1)) u l/_&(x, n + 1))) + (n + 1) = IL&r, 12 + I). 
Caution. The functions pui, p, p%, F;% are all very different. 
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Definition. Let K be a cardinal. A space X is called K-pseudonormal if every two 
disjoint closed subsets of X, one of which has cardinality < K, can be separated by 
disjoint open sets. An or-pseudonormal space is called pseudonormal. 
Theorem 11. If X = 0 ito X(i), where X(i) is a-compact then X is pseudonormal. 
Furthermore, if each X(i) is also first countable, then X is b-pseudonormal. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, it suffices to show that for every x EX and open set 
0 zE(x), there is an open set U such that E(x) c U G u G 0. Fix x EX and 
0 2 E(x). 
For j E w let kj = p@(x) j) = ~(x, j) + j and Aj = C,,(O) X * . . X C,,<j - 1) X 
{x(j)} X . * * . It follows from the definition of j_~cL(x, j), that E(x) = U jEoAj. By 
Lemma 1, there is a collection @Ii= w of open cylinders such that for all j E w, 
AjCqcq.c_O. Let zY={q.!,,,. Y/ is a collection of closed cylinders in X with 
)%(I <w,. We show that % is simple and thus U jEwq.= U jEw!$ by Lemma 5. 
Let y EX, n E w and suppose ZY(y, n) is infinite. Let q,, q,, . . . be infinitely 
many cylinders in %(y, n) such that n <j, <j, < . . * . Since y(i) E q,(i) for i > n 
and because j, > n, q, 2 Ckj,(0) X . . * X Cr,,(n - 1) X {y(n)] X . . . . Further- 
more, since kjm > j, and j, <jr < . . * , U mEOUjm 2 U mEw(Ck,m(O> X . . . X Ck,mbz 
- 1) X {y(n)} X *. . ) = E(y, n). Then E(y, n) c U % and hence % is simple. If 
U= Uj,,i$ then E(x)~U~~c0. 0 
Remark 12. It actually follows from Lemma 8 and the proof of Theorem 11 that if 
H, K are disjoint closed sets in X with H c U 5 ,eE(x,) and either (11 p < w1 or 
(2) p < b and each X(i) is also first countable, then H, K can be separated. 
Definition. Let % = (q}j E w be a collection of cylinders in X. We say that ‘Z! is 
tapered if (Vj E w)(Vi 2 j)[Z.$+ ,(i) = U(i)]. 
Lemma 13. Let X= q i,, X(i), where X(i) is u-compact. Fti {E(x,): c < /3} and 
let { O& < p be a collection of open sets such that E(xS) G 0, for 5 < /3. Suppose 
(1) P Gw, or 
(2) /3 < b and (Vi E w)[X(i) is first countable]. 
Then there is a collection {U& < e of open sets such that for all 5 < /3 
(9 ?& c Oc, 
(ii) E(x,& c U u 11G5 7’ 
(iii) if ZJ* # @, then E(xS) c Us, 
(iv) U 9 < $, is closed. 
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Proof. We start by inductively (and simultaneously) defining 
(1) a set {y& <p of points in X, 
(2) a family {‘ZlclccP of collections of open cylinders, 
(3) a set (r”& < 13 of functions where pec : s??( -+ w, 
so that for all 5 < p the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) U %c G 0, where ?& = I!?: U E Zcl. 
(2) E(x$ c u ?) c&U %J. 
(3) If %c z @, then E(x$ c U ‘ZY*. 
(4) %$ = u 9 < *gq is simple. 
(5) If ?Jc # $8, then Z/t = {Ut,j}j E w and F( is simple and tapered. 
(6) If Y/c/5@, then y,P UP& 
(7) PV-- = u q<&Pq is a function and (Vuc,j E z??~)[~&~,~) = jZLpi( yg, j>l. 
(8) (VUc,j E ~~)[U~,j 2 Ckc,(0) X . . . X Ckf,( j - 1) X {y,(j)) X . . .I where k,j 
= E,,(Y~, 8. 
(9) If %c f @, then (V’i E wXVVE V&y,, i + l>\V,(yg, i>)[UJi)fl V(i) = til. 
(10) If &‘* # fl, then ??c,0 is strongly disjoint from all members of P:\ Y;( y,). 
Step 0. At this step Y$ = @, pYO = @. Let y, =x0. For j E w, let AO,j = Cko,(O> 
X . . f X Cku,C j - 1) X {y&i>) X . . . where k,,j = jZY,( yO, j> = I_L(Y,, j) +j. (Com- 
pare this with Theorem 11.) By Lemma 1, there is a collection {VO,j}j ~ w of open 
cylinders such that for all j E w, A,,j C_ V,,,j c vO,j c 0,. 
Let go = i”o,j)i E w, where U,,j=ni<jl/,,j(i)Xni.j(n m G iv,,,(i>> for j E W. 
Then A,,j L UO,j c_ !?,,j G 0, for j E w and YYO is a tapered collection of open 
cylinders. Then ??a is a tapered collection of closed cylinders. By the same 
argument as in Theorem 11, go is simple. Hence (5) holds. Since E(x,) = E( y,) = 
U j,,A,,j c lJ %‘“, (2), (3) hold. Since U c0 c O,, (1) holds. 
Let peO : co + w be defined by ~g~((u~,~) = I_Lvb(y,, j). Then (71, (8) hold. Since 
V, = fl, (41, (61, (9) and (10) hold trivially. 
Assume y,, ZV, ‘.L@~ have been defined for all 71 < 5 satisfying (1)-(10X We 
must define ye, YYc-, CL@* so that (l&(10) are satisfied. 
Step 5. We first show that (4) is satisfied. 
Claim. Let VI < T/2 < 5. Wj E w)[“~,,j n Q2,j f Pr implies P@v$/,,cr/,,,j) <k@v?(c/n2,j)l 
Proof. Fix j E w and suppose I!?~,,~ n I!&,~ f @. Since CT, is tapered, there is an 
NE 6.1 such that i?q,,j(k> n ??v,,o(k) f Id for k a N. 
BY (1% u’r2,,, is strongly disjoint from all members of Pq2\‘P&l~1)2). BY the 
definition of Y&, !?V,,j E V,,. Thus Uv,,j E V& = ~~2\~v$~T2) U Y&(Y,,) and be- 
cause UVl,j is not strongly disjoint from &z,O, Uvl,j E Y&Cy& Because Y,, @ U yT, 
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by (6), and since !&,,j E TV’,,, y,, e E!& j and so u?, j P P&(yTz, 0). Thus there is an 
i E o such that uT,,j E ‘%&(y,,, i + l)\VVz(y,,, i). 
By (9), UqZrO(k) n V(k) = Id for all k E w and all I/E yV2(y?lz, k + l)\VV2(y1)2, k). 
Since gV, is tapered, flv,,j(k> = f&,(k) for k z j. Hence ~v,,j(k> n V(k) = cd 
whenever k 2 j and VE VV2(ysz, k + ~)\Z$$Y,,~, k). If i 2 j, then Uqlrj(i) n &,j(i) 
= fl since uV,,j E ZQY,,~, i + 1)\%&(y?12, i). This implies, &,j n uV1,j = @, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, i <j. 
By (7), j~~~,(~~~,~) = ~s,,,(~,,,j). It follows from the definition of j& and (i) 
yllz @ U Y& (ii) YT2 is simple, (iii) uV,,j E yV$yVz, i + l), (iv) i + 1”; 0, that 
G,,(YQ, i + 1) > ~~~2(~?~,,~) = ~ ~1(~q1,j). Since j > i, j 2 i + 1. Then jZ~V-,2(yVz, j) 
a FiV$Yl?z) i + 1) by Remark 10. However, j~c~,Cfl,,,~) = FyVTn2(y172, j) by (7), so 
P@T,!u~,,j) = ILZ$$Yv2,j) 2 FTT;2(YT2y i + l) > PCT,CuT,,j). 
Using this claim we will show that Z$ is simple, Let x EX, n E w and suppose 
V&X, n) is infinite. For each n < 5, let T, = Ij E w: ~~,j E Z?&(x, n)) and let 
T= &<& 
Case 1: Assume T is unbounded in w. Then there is a sequence VVO,j,, flv,,j,>. . . 
where n Q j, < j, < . . . and uq,,j, E gV,(.x, n). Since x(i) E Uq,,j,(i) for i > n and 
because j, > n, ~~,,j, 2 Ck,,,,,(O> X . . . X C, n,.j, (n - 1) x {x(n)} x . . . where (by 
(8)), k,,,j, = prvm((~7m, j,> a j, (see Remark 9). Since jO <j, < . . . , U m~o~~,,j, 
2U m EO(Ckqm,,,(0) x . . . x Ckn,,j(n - 1) X (x(n)) X * 1. ) = E(x, n). Then 
E(x, n) L U Tc. 
Next assume T is bounded in w. Then for some j E w, there is a sequence Q,,j, 
&,,j, * * * such that no < q1 < * * * and U~,,j E ?&,(x, n>. 
Case 2(a): Assume j > n. Since ~~,,j E eV,(x, n> for all m E 0, flT,,j 2 Csm$O) 
X . . . x CkTm,,<n - 1) X Ix(n)} X * . . where k,,,j = Fya(yV,, j) = /J~_(~~:,j). 
ForallmEo,C,(O)X~~~XC,(n-l)X{x(n))X.*. Guq,,jso n,,,U,,,,,,j#@. 
It then follows from the claim that peV$DvO,j) < peVl(G,,l,j) < . . . , i.e., kvo,j < kql,j 
< . . . and therefore U m Eo’7l,,j 2 u mEW(Ckq 
*’ 
50) x . . . X Ck7 
m. I(n - 1) X Ix(n)) 
X . . . > = E(x, n>. Then E(x, n> L U yc. 
Case 2(b): Assume j < n. Uv,,j 2 Ckvm(0) X . *. x CsmI(j - 1) x QJj) 
X . . . x i7v,,j(n - 1) x (x(n)) x . . . . Since ?JT, is tapered, Uv,,n(i> = uq,,j(‘> for 
i 2 n and thus x(i) E uq,,Ji) for i z n. Hence, UT,,, 2 Ckg $0) X * * * X C, (n - 
1) X {x(n)} X . . f for all m E o, where k,,m,, = ,ug? ,(ii;?,,,,r Then fl ,,, E wU,,,,,, -7)m’” # !J 
and so by the claim, P~~$~~,,+) < PP/.~(&,,J < . .“.‘, i.e., k,*,, < kql,,, < . . . and 
therefore, U ,E00V;7mrn 2 U m ,,(C, ,n(O) X . . . X Ck,m,n(n - 1) X b(n)) X . . . ) = 
E(x, a). Then E(x, n) c U V6. ThusVmyc is simple and so (4) is satisfied. 
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If E(x,& c U %‘& then let ZY< =@, yg = xg and pgc = @. Then conditions (l)-(10) 
are satisfied trivially. So assume E(xS) p U Ye. 
We show that pYc = U ? < c~gq is a function. Since pg? is a function for r] < 5, 
it suffices to show that UV,,j, z U?z,j2 whenever ~~l,j, E g,,,, flT2,j2 E CT2 and q1 + 72. 
We may assume n1 < q2 < 5. It follows from (8) that yV2 E flTZijZ and from (6) that 
Y,, e Q,,j,. Hence nv,,jl + ov2,j2e 
Let yg E E(xS)\ U V& For j E o, let A,,j = Ckc,,(0) X . . . X Ck,,>j - 1) X (Y&i)} 
X . . . where k,,j = jIT$yyg, j). By Lemma 4, there is an open cylinder 1/5,, such 
that yt E T/s,, and the conditions (i), (ii) of that lemma hold with 2Y = Vt. We may 
also make vc,0 & Oc. By Lemma 1, there is a collection {Vc,j}j, 0 of open cylinders 
such that for all j > 0, A,,j c Vc,j !Z p6,j L 0,. 
Let gc = t”c,jlj t o where Uc,j = ni < jVc,j(i) x Iii ~ & fl m G iV,,,(i)) for j E w. Then 
A,,j c Uc,j G uf,j c Oc for j E w and %c is tapered. It follows that E(x,) = E(yS) = 
U jtwA,,j L U 22” z U %c c 0,. By the same argument as in Theorem 11, cE is 
simple. Then (l)-(3), (9, (6), (8)-(10) are satisfied. 
Let pgE : Fc + w be defined by j_~~~(~~_~) = jYVc(yg, j) where pcL$ = U q <(&iv, 
Then (7) is satisfied as well. 
To finish the proof of the lemma, let U, = U %{. Conditions (i)-(iv) of the 
lemma follow from (l)-(4) of the induction hypotheses. [7 
Remark 14. If each X(i) is zero-dimensional, then the collection 2Y of Lemma 13 
can be chosen to be a clopen collection of sets. 
Definition. Let K be a cardinal. A space X is called K-collectionwise Hausdorff 
(K-CWH) if every closed discrete subset of X of cardinality < K can be separated 
by disjoint open sets. 
Theorem 15. If X = 0 i E w X(i), where X(i) is v-compact, then X is w,-CWH. 
Furthermore, if each X(i) is also first countable, then X is b-CWH. 
Proof. Let H be a closed discrete subset of X with 1 H) < p < w1 (or p < b if each 
X(i) is also first countable). H c IJ 5 <a E(x<) for some set {xc: 5 <a} cX, where 
LY G p and E(xS) n E(x,) = (d for 17 # 5. If C, = H f~ E(x(), then H = U 5 <,C,. If 
05=X\U?J<o,s’5 V? C then 0, is open, E(xS) c Oc and 0, n C, = fl for IJ f 5. 
By Lemma 13, there is a collection {U& < c1 of open sets such that for all 5 < CY, (i) 
&GO,, (ii) E(x& G U ‘I GcuV, (iii) if UC # @, then E(x~) c U,, (iv) U ‘I <cuv is 
closed. 
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If there is a t<a such that U,=fl, then Cg~E(~5)c UVG&= lJ~<&,~ 
U ~ <eO, and this implies that for some n < 5, C, n 0, # @, a contradiction. Thus 
UC # fl for all n < 5 and consequently C, G UC and U 9 < 6oV n C, = @. Therefore, 
{us\ U ‘I <,u& <a is a pairwise disjoint collection of open sets which separate 
G}5<a. 
Since E(xS) is Lindelof and C, G E(x,) is closed discrete, 1 C, 1 G o. Thus, we 
may write C, = {x~,~)~ E 0. Since H is discrete, there is an open set Vc,j such that 
.xcJ E Vc,j and V~,j n (H\{x~,~)) = @. For 6 < cy, j E w let WC,j = (VC,j\ U i< jv,,i) n 
(Us\ u 7<tQ). Then {Wc,j)g+<ol,jEw is a pair-wise disjoint collection of open sets 
separating H. 0 
The following theorem shows that there are large subsets of certain box 
products which are paracompact in ZFC. In fact, Theorem 17 states that these 
subsets are so large that they (consistently) constitute the entire product. 
Theorem 16. Let X = 0 iEw X(i), where X(i) is u-compact and zero-dimensional. 
Fix (E(xS): 5 < p} and let A = U 5 < pE(~s). Suppose 
(1) p Gw, or 
(2) P<b and (V’ I E w)[X(i) is first countable]. 
Then A is paracompact. 
Proof. Let d be an open cover of A, where the members of d are subsets of A. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the members of B are clopen. 
Since E(xS) is Lindelof for each 5 < /?, there is a countable subcollection H6 = 
(O,$,j)iEw of d such that E(x~) G lJ Hf. Let 0, = U Ht. Then 0, is open in A and 
E(x~) ~0~. Since 0, is open in A, there is an open set WC in X such that 
WC n A = 0,. Then E(x& c WC for all 5 < p. 
By Lemma 13 and Remark 14, there is a collection {U,jC < p of clopen sets in X 
such that (i) U( & WC, (ii> E(x~) z U vG$.Jq, (iii> U 17<5U7 is closed. Let I(;‘= UC\ 
U 17 <&,. Then V;” is clopen in X. Let Vc,j = (06,j\ U i<jOs,i) n V;’ for 5 < p, 
j E W. Then Iv~,jl~ <p,j E w is a pair-wise disjoint clopen refinement of d and hence 
A is paracompact. q 
Theorem 17. Let X= 0 I ~ ,X(i), where 1 X I= c, X(i) is u-compact and zero-di- 
mensional. Suppose 
(1) wi = c or 
(2) b = c and (Vi E w)[ X(i) is first countable]. 
Then X is paracompact. 
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Proof. This follows immediately from the preceding theorem. 0 
3. Questions 
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Since the hypotheses of Theorem 17 require the factors to be zero-dimensional, 
a very natural question is: 
(1) If J(W) is the hedgehog space of spininess w (see Engelking (21 for the 
definition), then is 0 “J(w) consistently paracompact? 
A subset of ww is unbounded if it is unbounded in cww, < *). Let b = 
min( 19 I: 9 is an unbounded subset of wo}. It is known (see Williams (161) that 
b = b implies that 0 iro X(i) is paracompact if X(i) is compact, first countable 
with w(X(i)) G oi. Also, the proof given by Lawrence [6] that a countable box 
product of countable metric spaces is paracompact follows not only from b = c but 
also from b = b. Lawrence has suggested the following question: 
(2) Does b = b imply that 0 iEw X(i) is paracompact if X(i) is first countable, 
a-compact with w(X(i)) G o,? What if the X(i) are also zero-dimensional? 
(3) If A is a dominating subset of wo of cardinality b, is xc 0 “‘(w + 1) 
paracompact in ZFC? 
The last question is easy to state but, apparently, difficult to answer. 
(4) Is q “lA(w,) consistently paracompact, where A(w,) is the one-point Lin- 
delijfication of the discrete space of cardinality w,? 
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